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Two photonics-based radio frequency multiplication
schemes for the generation of high-frequency carriers
with low phase noise are proposed and experimentally
demonstrated. With respect to conventional frequency
multiplication schemes, the first scheme induces a selec-
tive cancellation of phase noise at periodic frequency-
offset values, while the second scheme provides a uni-
form 3-dB mitigation of phase noise. The two schemes
are experimentally demonstrated for the generation of a
110-GHz carrier by sixfold multiplication of an 18.3-GHz
carrier. In both cases, the experimental results confirm
the phase noise reduction predicted by theory. © 2023

Optica Publishing Group
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1. INTRODUCTION4

Current and next-generation wireless networks are mainly based5

on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [1–4] to6

provide high spectral efficiency and mitigate inter-symbol inter-7

ference caused by multipath fading. The radio transmission can8

operate at frequency carriers ranging from sub-GHz to sub-THz9

and use high order modulations such as 256 QAM to augment10

the system capacity [5]. Unfortunately, OFDM modulated sig-11

nals are susceptible to phase noise (PN) [6, 7], which induces12

both a common phase error (CPE) and inter-carrier interference13

(ICI). The impact of CPE and ICI grows as the modulation order14

increases and the subcarrier spacing decreases [8, 9].15

Simple digital processing techniques can be employed to16

mitigate CPE, but they are usually ineffective against ICI. The17

problem is particularly relevant when high-frequency carriers—18

typically affected by strong PN—are employed. This means that19

the larger bandwidth made available by using high-frequency20

carriers may not be exploited as OFDM carriers need a larger21

spacing to mitigate the effects of the increased PN.22

High radio frequency (RF) carriers are commonly generated23

by synthesizers which produce the desired frequency by mul-24

tiplying a reference frequency from a local oscillator [10]; the25

multiplication steps increase the inherent phase noise of the ref-26
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Fig. 1. Photonics-based radio frequency multiplication.

erence and may add further noise sources originated from the27

employed devices [11]. This results in the production of relevant28

phase noise in high-frequency clock signals obtained through29

several multiplication stages.30

A convenient solution for the generation and distribution of31

the required high-frequency carriers is photonics-based RF gen-32

eration [12] (and references therein) and, in particular, photonics-33

based RF multiplication [13, 14]. In this paper, two novel RF34

multiplication schemes to generate a high-frequency RF carrier35

with low PN are proposed and experimentally verified. In the36

first scheme, the PN of the obtained high-frequency carrier is37

selectively cancelled at periodic frequency offset values, with38

a spectral period that can be arbitrarily selected by design. RF39

generation up to 110 GHz with PN cancellation at odd multiples40

of 1 MHz frequency offset is experimentally demonstrated. The41

scheme can mitigate the impact of ICI in the abovementioned42

scenario (not demonstrated here) and is partly integrable on43

CMOS-compatible platform, as shown in [14], except for two44

spools of optical fiber that determine the frequency offset val-45

ues at which PN is cancelled. In the second scheme, a uniform46

3-dB mitigation of PN at all frequency offset values is obtained,47

through a scheme that is fully integrable as it does not require48

fiber delays. The PN improvement comes at the cost of using49

two independent clock references instead of one.50

2. PHOTONICS-BASED RF MULTIPLICATION51

A simple and versatile scheme for photonics-based RF multipli-52

cation is depicted in Fig. 1 [13]. The optical carrier generated by53

the laser is denoted by54

E(t) = Eo cos (ωot + ϕo(t)) (1)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/ao.XX.XXXXXX
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where E0 is the amplitude, ω0 = 2π fo the angular frequency,55

and ϕo(t) the PN of the laser with power spectral density (PSD)56

Pϕo( f ). Analogously, the electrical tone generated by the RF57

synthesizer is denoted by58

V(t) = Ve cos (ωet + ϕe(t)) (2)

with amplitude Ve, angular frequency ωe = 2π fe, and PN ϕe(t)
with PSD Pϕe( f ). The optical signal at the output of the phase
modulator is given by

E′(t) = Eo cos (ωot + ϕo(t) + β cos (ωet + ϕe(t)))

= Eo

∞

∑
k=−∞

Jk(β) cos
(
(ωo + kωe)t + ϕo(t) + kϕe(t) + k

π

2

)
(3)

where β = πVe/Vπ , Vπ is the half-wave voltage of the modula-
tor, and Jk(β) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order k
[13, 15]. The optical filter then selects only the n-th order optical
sidebands, corresponding to the terms with k = ±n centered
at frequencies f = fo ± n fe, as shown in the inset in Fig. 1,
obtaining

E′′(t) = Eo Jn(β) cos
(
(ωo + nωe)t + ϕo(t) + nϕe(t) + n

π

2

)
+ Eo Jn(β) cos

(
(ωo − nωe)t + ϕo(t)− nϕe(t) + n

π

2

)
(4)

Eventually, denoting by R the photodetector responsivity and59

neglecting the DC term (irrelevant and typically removed by a60

DC block), the beating at the photodetector of the two terms in61

(4) produces the RF tone62

I(t) = RE2
o J2

n(β) cos [2nωet + 2nϕe(t)] (5)

whose frequency and phase equal the frequency and phase dif-63

ferences of the terms in (4). In practice, the frequency-multiplied64

RF tone (5) has 2n times the frequency of the original tone gener-65

ated by the synthesizer, 2n times its PN (the two electrical PN66

terms are coherently added), whereas it is not affected by the67

optical PN (the two optical PN terms cancel out). The PSD of68

the PN of the frequency-multiplied RF tone is therefore69

Pϕ( f ) = (2n)2Pϕe( f ) (6)

i.e., (2n)2 times the PSD of the electrical PN.70

From (4), it appears that inducing a relative delay between
the two electrical PN terms would be beneficial, as it would
partially decorrelate them and avoid their coherent combination;
on the other hand, inducing a delay between the optical PN com-
ponents would be detrimental, as it would prevent their exact
cancellation. Therefore, we propose the alternative scheme in
Fig. 2, where the optical carrier is split and separately processed
in two branches by using two modulators, two filters, and two
optical delay lines. The different order in which the modulator
and the delay line are arranged in the lower and upper branches
ensures that a relative delay τ is induced only between the cor-
responding electrical PN terms, while the optical PN terms are
kept synchronized (but for a possible delay error ∆τ), obtaining

E1(t) =
Eo√

2
Jn(β) cos ((ωo + nωe)t + ϕo(t − τ − ∆τ) + nϕe(t))

(7)

E2(t) =
Eo√

2
Jn(β) cos ((ωo − nωe)t + ϕo(t − τ)− nϕe(t − τ))

(8)
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Fig. 2. Photonics-based radio frequency multiplication with
frequency-selective PN mitigation.

where we have omitted some constant (hence irrelevant to this71

analysis) phase terms. The two optical signals (7) and (8) are72

finally recombined and photodetected. Their beating at the73

photodetector produces the RF tone74

I(t) = R
(

Eo√
2

Jn(β)

)2
cos [2nωet + ϕ(t)] (9)

where we have defined the overall PN term75

ϕ(t) = n (ϕe(t) + ϕe(t − τ)) + ϕo(t − τ − ∆τ)− ϕo(t − τ) (10)

with PSD76

Pϕ( f ) = (2n)2 cos2(π f τ)Pϕe( f ) + 4 sin2(π f ∆τ)Pϕo( f ) (11)

With respect to the PSD (6), obtained with the conventional77

scheme of Fig. 1, the impact of the electrical PN in (11) is miti-78

gated by the cos2 term, which periodically vanishes at frequen-79

cies f = (m + 1/2)/τ, with m integer. On the other hand, the80

presence of a possible delay error ∆τ prevents the full cancel-81

lation of the optical PN, whose contribution shows up at high82

frequency. It is therefore possible to select the frequency values83

at which the PN is cancelled by properly setting τ. At the same84

time, it is important to make the delay error ∆τ small enough85

to keep the contribution of the optical PN negligible, e.g., by86

making sure that the sin2 term remains small up to the frequency87

where Pϕo( f ) becomes also sufficiently small. The impact of a88

residual delay error ∆τ is experimentally investigated in [16].89

The scheme of Fig. 2 is characterized by the presence of long90

optical delay lines, which might be a critical issue in the re-91

alization of a photonic integrated circuit. The scheme can be92

alternatively implemented with bulk devices, in which case the93

optical delay lines are simply realized with optical fibers. In94

this case, thermal and mechanical instabilities may induce a95

time-varying phase shift between the two optical components96

in (7) and (8), causing an additional PN term to appear in (10).97

The contribution of this additional term is limited to the low-98

frequency part of the PSD (typically up to a few kHz) and is99

usually negligible in most applications.100

An alternative scheme, which avoids the use of long opti-
cal delay lines and can be more easily integrated, is shown in
Fig. 3. The idea is to fully decorrelate the electrical PN terms
by using two independent RF synthesizers, rather than partially
decorrelate them by using a delay line as in Fig. 2. As a result, a
uniform PN mitigation is obtained at all frequencies, rather than
a selective PN cancellation at certain frequencies. The driving
signals generated by the two RF synthesizers are

V1(t) = Ve cos (ωet + ϕe1(t)) (12)

V2(t) = Ve cos (ωet + ϕe2(t)) (13)
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Fig. 3. Photonics-based radio frequency multiplication with
uniform PN mitigation.

with same amplitude and frequency and affected by two inde-101

pendent PN realizations ϕe1(t) and ϕe2(t), respectively charac-102

terized by PSD Pϕe1( f ) and Pϕe2( f ). The resulting optical signals103

E1(t) and E2(t) can still be expressed as in (7) and (8), but with104

the two different electrical PNs and no relative delay (τ = 0).105

The corresponding output photocurrent I(t) is still given by (9),106

but with an overall PN107

ϕ(t) = n (ϕe1(t) + ϕe2(t)) (14)

with PSD108

Pϕ( f ) = n2 (Pϕe1( f ) + Pϕe2( f )
)

(15)

For instance, assuming that Pϕe1( f ) = Pϕe2( f ) = Pϕe( f ) (two RF109

synthesizers with same characteristics in terms of PN), we have110

Pϕ( f ) = 2n2Pϕe( f ), that is 3 dB lower than (6) at any frequency.111

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS112

First, W-band carrier generation with frequency-selective PN113

cancellation based on the scheme depicted in Fig. 2 is experi-114

mentally demonstrated. In particular, 109.8 GHz carrier gen-115

eration is targeted from sixfold multiplication (n = 3) of an116

18.3 GHz reference clock, with noise cancellation at odd multi-117

ples of 1 MHz frequency offset. The output of an external cav-118

ity laser, with emission wavelength of 1549 nm, output power119

of 13 dBm and typical linewidth ≤ 100 kHz, is split into two120

branches through a fiber-based optical splitter. In the lower121

branch, a lithium niobate (LiNbO3) phase modulator is driven122

by the output of an electrical synthesizer employed as the refer-123

ence clock, set at a frequency of 18.3 GHz, after RF amplification124

up to a 27 dBm power level. Both the splitter and the modulator125

have polarization-maintaining single-mode-fiber (PM-SMF) pig-126

tails. The modulator is then followed by a 100-m-long PM-SMF127

spool corresponding to a delay τ = 500 ns. In the upper branch,128

another PM-SMF-pigtailed LiNbO3 phase modulator, driven in129

the same way, is preceded by a spool of PM-SMF of equal length.130

Each phase modulator acts as an optical frequency comb (OFC)131

generator with a free spectral range (FSR) equal to the driving132

reference clock frequency [17]. One optical spectral line out of133

the generated OFC at each phase modulator output is then se-134

lected by a liquid-crystal on silicon (LCoS) WaveShaper (WS),135

acting as a programmable optical filter. This way, a suppression136

of adjacent lines no lower than 48 dB is guaranteed. The two137

WSs outputs are then combined through an SMF-pigtailed opti-138

cal coupler. The RF tone resulting from the beating of the two139

selected optical modes is finally obtained at the output of a high-140

speed photodiode (PD) with a 3-dB bandwidth of 100 GHz. The141

PN PSD of the generated RF carrier is then measured with a sig-142

nal source analyzer (SSA, Agilent E5052A). A microwave down-143

converter (E5053A) and additional external harmonic mixers are144

used to extend the bandwidth limitation of the instrument up145

to 110 GHz. Fig. 4(a) shows the optical spectra of the generated146

OFC (blue) and of the sideband selected by the WS (red) on the147

Fig. 4. Optical spectra: (a) upper branch, before and after the
WS; (b) lower branch, before and after the WS; (c) after recom-
bination and on each branch before recombination.

upper branch, for sixfold frequency multiplication (n = 3). The148

WS has an attenuation control range of more than 40 dB, guar-149

anteeing that the selected sideband is at least 27 dB higher than150

the unselected ones. Fig. 4(b) shows the corresponding spectra151

(blue and purple) on the lower branch. In this case the minimum152

rejection of the unwanted sidebands is 34 dB. Finally, Fig. 4(c)153

shows the spectrum before the PD (green), after recombination154

of the two branches.155

The measured PN PSDs shown in Fig. 5 confirm the the-156

oretical analysis of Section 2. The blue curve is obtained by157

connecting a single branch of the scheme, with the WS selecting158

both the 110-GHz-spaced optical sidebands, as in Fig. 1. On the159

other hand, the yellow curve is obtained by employing the com-160

plete scheme with τ = 500 ns. Finally, the red thin curve is the161

theoretical PSD predicted for the complete scheme, obtained by162

replacing (2n)2Pϕe( f ) in (11) with the experimentally measured163

single-branch PSD. According to the theoretical prediction, the164

PSD obtained with the complete scheme generally follows the165

single-branch PSD, but is strongly attenuated at frequency off-166

sets equal to about 1 MHz, 3 MHz, 5 MHz etc. The experimental167

results are in good agreement with theory, except for the fre-168

quency range f ≤ 10 kHz, where the additional low-frequency169

PN caused by thermal and mechanical instabilities in the two170

branches of the scheme shows up, as discussed in Section 2.171

To partly mitigate such low-frequency noise contribution, spe-172

cial packaging may be used for mechanical/thermal isolation,173

based on double-winding fiber spool, immersion in fluids, etc.174

Moreover, the limited sensitivity of the measurement, due to the175

limited available signal power at the SSA input, makes the PN176

cancellation at high frequency less noticeable. Indeed, to com-177

pensate for the high loss introduced by the external harmonic178

mixers required to down-convert the signal before PN analysis179

at the SSA, optical amplification is included before the PD and180

the resulting optical signal-to-noise ratio ultimately determines181

such sensitivity level.182

As a last experimental demonstration, the scheme depicted183

in Fig. 3 has been implemented. Two independent electrical184
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Fig. 5. PSD of the phase noise of the 110 GHz carrier generated
with the scheme of Fig. 2.

Fig. 6. PSD of the phase noise of the 110 GHz carrier generated
with the scheme of Fig. 3.

synthesizers, clock #1 and clock #2, with PN PSD as similar185

as possible to each other, are now employed in the upper and186

lower branch, respectively. Each synthesizer drives one of the187

two PMs with a frequency tone at 18.3 GHz, after proper RF188

amplification. The two WSs select the third upper and lower189

sidebands of the OFC required for sixfold frequency multipli-190

cation (n = 3). Fig. 6 reports the measured PN PSDs of the191

generated RF tones at 110 GHz when only the upper branch of192

the setup is connected (blue), when only the lower branch is193

connected (red), and when both are connected and recombined194

before the PD (yellow). In the former two cases, the active WS195

selects both the upper and lower sidebands, reproducing the196

scheme of Fig. 1. Finally, the thin violet curve in Fig. 6 represents197

the theoretical PSD calculated from (15) and based on the exper-198

imentally measured PN PSDs of each clock signal. As expected,199

the PSD obtained with the two clocks and the full scheme of200

Fig. 3 is lower than the PSDs obtained with each clock and the201

scheme in Fig. 1. In particular, the measured PSD follows the202

PSD theoretically predicted by (15), except for the low-frequency203

range f ≤ 5 kHz, where thermal and mechanical instabilities204

induce an additional low-frequency PN, and for extremely low205

PSD values (≤ 120 dBc/Hz), which are close to the sensitivity206

limit of the measure. Compared to the scheme of Fig. 2 and the207

results of Fig. 5, the low-frequency PN is significantly reduced208

due to the absence of the long fiber spools used as delay lines,209

and could be completely avoided by integrating the scheme.210

4. CONCLUSION211

Two novel schemes for PN mitigation in photonics-based RF212

multiplication have been proposed and experimentally demon-213

strated. The first scheme uses two optical delay lines to cancel214

PN selectively at periodic frequency-offset values, with a period215

that can be tailored to the specific application. However, such a216

solution cannot be integrated in CMOS-compatible platforms as217

it makes use of optical fiber-based delays. The second scheme,218

even though it requires two independent RF synthesizers to ob-219

tain a uniform 3-dB PN mitigation compared to a conventional220

scheme with a single synthesizer, is fully integrable in a CMOS-221

compatible platform. Both schemes have been experimentally222

implemented to generate a 110-GHz carrier by sixfold multipli-223

cation of an 18.3-GHz carrier. In the first scheme, the delays are224

selected to obtain a selective PN cancellation at odd multiples225

of 1 MHz frequency-offset values. The experimental results are226

in good agreement with the theoretical analysis and confirm the227

PN mitigation properties of the proposed schemes.228
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